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under a choir bench..The ~acred Miss Q~el!e's future plans are .to also a _University student, plans. to Alpha Chi Ome-ga sorority, Phi Big'•
angels were ~a:r;v~d bes1de people, be :marr1ed June 5 to pan McKm1n Germany next year w1th :ma Iota, romance language honorsuch .as ~ v1ohmst. It was . very nen, and then tour Spam.
.
Mock,
. .
ary, and the modern dance work•
beautiful..
. She is the daughter of Mr. and .Active on the UNM campus, Miss. shop. A French major, she also
She ~a.Iled from London after ~rs. R. A. Quelle, 1111 Morning- Quelle. was a :member of Mortar wrote for the Thunderbird litera:r:y
these VISits. In Albuquerque now, s1de NE. Her brother Reinhardt,. Boa1•d, senio1' woman's honorary, magazine.

MASTERPIEce; , • •

For College Men

Hiroshinta..Jionhtollt'

Groduote Travel
Through Europe
Continued from page 5
electronics,
they are advanced
in
a joy andbut
appreciation
of life,"
While in Rome, she lived with
four students in an apartment for
five and one-half weeks. "The girls
and I cooked, shopped, and ate together. It was so cheap, and I loved
this place."
She said that Rome was "a center
of culture, ljlut too many Americans
feel Europe, and especially Italy, is
all cultural. In Italian cafes students rock-and-roll, they love American cars, and play the pin-ball :machines in France. People are people
wherever they may be.''
.
"I was surprised not to come in
contact with at least some antiAmerican elements. I didn't anywhere. Everyone was very friendly.''
"In Italy the people don't destroy
even a single pillar or ruin. The
people live with their history, and
build around each object," she said.
"They never plan to build a subway
in Rome, because some ruins might
be destroyed.
Before returning to America Miss
QueUe stopped in England and
Scotland.
"Both countries are very fascinating, and both are very different,"
she said. "I especially liked to listen
to the Scots. They use old Germanic
verbs, trill their 'r's', and call a
small place a 'wee placee'.''
"Scotland had beautiful remote
castles, but England had one thing
that I really enjoyed," Miss QueJle
said. "In Chichester at an ancient
church, I found a mixture of spiritual and earthly qualities in carv-

,

STARTS
FRIDAY

By MARK ACUFF · . . ·
In Italy Wednesday and due in
Chicago Friday, Ha~s Morgenthau,
noted analyst of U.S. foreign policy,
stopped in Albuquerque long enough
to tell about 200 persons. a~;se:mbled
in the Union ballroom that the "real
issue" between the U.S. imd ~he
U.S.S.R. is t)lat the Russians have
"usurped" America's traditional
pC)sitiop. as the world's foremost
supporter of social :fefor:m and revp}ution against coloJ}ialism and
.imperialism.
Morgenthau, a German-born naturalized citizen of the U.S., told

I' i

Earn $90. Per ;Week
No Experience Required
Car Necessary

·· -Jeddey, Tri'*-

DON PANCHO'S ART THEATRE

...

F.ree to work full time

"A FILM THAT ONE
CAN PREDICT WILL 1
STILL BE IMPORTANT
50 YEARS HENCEI"

For Personal rnterviews Phone Mr. Ed.en,
TODAY ONLY'
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TOURS
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Be An Educated Bon Vivant
We Handle All Forms of Travel: Air, Rail, Steam-ship, Bus,
Many Kinds of Different Tours, Both Domestic and International

BOWMAN TRAVEL ·AGENCY
Np Charge for Our Service

CH 7-0293

5208 Constitution Ave., NE
AL5-3408

. ...

tcords and. Poplins
in authentic natural shoulder models
lf the name on the label reculs ...Palm Beach" wash
'n wear you know you've got the perfect traveling
companion. Pa.lm Beach wMk 'n wear gives you co1!1venience, performance and appearance. The "contour
collar," askures you a. perfect fit in the critical neck
and shoulder area. Cool, featherweigkt, wrinkle resistant. Launder eMily, drip dry ready to wear. A wide
selection of spring and summer /Mhwn color.

WASH 'N WEA.R COATS
from $2.9.95 ·

WASH 'N WEAR SLACKS
from $7.95

WASH 'N WEAR DRESS SHIRTS- SPORT SHIRTS- KNil SHIRTS
PAJAMAS- UNDERWEAR- TIES- ALL AT POPULAR PRICES

.

YOVNG :MEN'S SELECTIONs-DOWNTOWN, CENTRAL AT THIRD
WINROCK CENTER· NOB lULL CENTER

''

..,

'·' .,.,,

genthau ~aid, }nterpreted the surviv!l-1 of the Bolshevik revolution
in terms of a world-sweeping socialist revolution. Stalin, he said,
rejected the .doctrinal tenet o;f fomenting social . revolt in favor of
the :more pragmatic conclusion, that
socialis111 must be made sound and
secure in Russia before a world
revolution could be considered. Trotsky lrad maintained to the end
that the greater revolution was
necessary for the security of the
Russian revolution, he said,
Stalin proved to be right in his
time, Morgenthau d~qlared. But, he

added, Khl'llshchev has revived the
Marxist aim of world revolution,
not in the r;~ld terms of direct agression, but in terms of the new found
economic• and technological power
of the Soviet Union. Khrushchev
does not need Will' to advance his
cause today, Morgenthau said.
The emergent nations of the
world, the foreign policy expert
stated, are looking for the means
to raise themselves and their peopies to a twentieth century &tandard of living in the quickest, most
expedient :manner possible. Russia,
he said, offers herself as a nation

l'isen from the depths of poverty
to a state of relative afflt1ency and
power in less than 40 years.
Mbrgenthau said that the Russians can say to the underdeveloped
areas of the world "accept our
political system and you can do
what we have done."
The Russian argument has "great
surface plausability," he said, con.
tinning that the new nations "appea.r :moJ;"e likely to progress l1n<ler
a monolithic J,>Olitical system than
divided democracy.'' But, he said,
the success of the Russians in the
Continued on page 6
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Fair and warmer today, snow tomot'•
·row and sleet on Sunday.
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New U Councilmen
•
Select TwoO 1cers

-

the perfect traveling companion
WASH 'n WEAR

SEE YOUR CAMPUS
REPRESENTATIVES FOR
"WHAT'S NEW IN
TRAVEL FASHIONS."

Friday, April 28, 1961

HAWAII

~ALBUQUERQUE

A

~, •'}··, .......

THE VOICE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO SINCE 1817

•

f

the .audience that America, histori·
cally the source of encouragement
for the struggling nations of the
world, now finds herself in the
"conservative" position• supporting
the European colonial powers.
The University o:f Chicago pro•
fessor said t.hat "ten years ago''
;he issue between the U.S, and
U .S.S.R, was the historical dichoto:ny between an imperialistic power
:Russia) and a status quo power
:u.S.). Morgenthau said that
Stalin'a expansionism differed little
~rom . the old Czarist imperialism.
M~;~rxist-Leninist doctrine, Mor-

AROUND THE WORLD

114 5th St., NW

. -;>;:""'!!":_

NEW MEXICO LO

AM S-3977 from 11:00 a.m.· 1:00 p.m. and 5:00p.m. -7:00p.m.·.

2108 Central SE- Across from campus
Student Rate 75¢
.
Features 7:30 a~d 9:30 p.m.

-
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·u~s~· POSiiiOii' 'UsJ.rped,' Says Morgen thou

Summer Employm.ent

EMMANUELE RIVA In ALAN R!8HIIII"

•

-

tReg, T.M. Goodall Sanford Incorporated
Cords 75% Dacron* Polyeslor 25% Catton Poplins 67% DC!cron• Polyest•r 33% Cotton *Du Pont Rtg. t.M,

IN A TENSE SCENE from "The Visit" Rodey actor Alan Marshall
clutches the lapels of a suspicious, austere Robert Baca. "The
Visit," a modern morality drama, opened Thursday night and plays
through next Tuesday. Tickets are available at the Rodey ticket
office and at the Union. (Staff photo)
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Regents to ·ae Honored To Attend Co~v.ention

. SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE LOB1)

President and Mrs. Tom L. Pope•

Two members of Phi Stgma Iota,

~---'-_ _ _ _.:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ljoy ::vm be ~oats ~t a dinner andre- UNM romance language honorary,
THrcocA.coucoMPAHv.cocA·cov.ANocoKEA~EREotsTEREDTRAOEMA~K•

....

Department
Granted
AddedResearchFund

cept10n tontght tn the New Mex- . 1
t th
n'zation at
· ·
ico Union in honor of the UNM Wll represen
~ orga 1
•
The Office of Naval Research has
Regents Regents now on the board the fourteenth tnennial convention granted an increase in funds to the
include:' Dr. L. H. Wilkinson, Albu- in Fort Worth, Tex. Enrique Cor- UNM electJ;ical ~ngineering ~epart
querque; Howard Bratton, Roswell; tes honorary president, and Jon men.t to support 1ts re~earch m s.ubMrs. J. p, Brandenburg, Taos; Bry- v· ' t . ttend the two-day con- ~anne electromagnet1c commun~caan Johnson, Albuquerque; and Dr. mcen Wl11 a ·
•
t10ns.
·
~T~ho~m~as~.. ~R~ob~e~rt~s~,~L~o~s~A~l~am~o~s.io-;;;;;;ii;if~er~e~n;;;;ce~op;iei;iini;iiin;;;g;_t.,h.,is=F•n•d•ay~,==,J approved
An increase of $107,636 has been
by the Office of Naval R!l·
search.
/
Dr. Richard K, Moore, chairman
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
of the electrical engineering departWe have an interesting opening in our organization for a man
ment, is director of the pr~ject, A
who is of excellent character, good hr:~bits and good health and
major part of the research ts theoretical studies of submarine elecwho is interested in building for a fine future.
tromagnetic
waves and antenna's,
To the right man we will give a maximum of training, arranged
The
work
is
an extension of studnot to interfere with class schedules. Only those with good grades
ies
begun
by
Dr.
Moore at Cornell
will be considered.
·
,
University from 1947 to 1961.
A high degree of intelligence and ambition are essential and the
He ·is being assisted by Dr. Rufinancial possibilities are unlimited.
ben D. Kelly, Dr. Ahmed Ertexa,
·
.
Submit letter to-Career Opportunity
and Wallace L. Anderson, all of
c/o New Mexico Lobo
the electrical engineering depart11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~
ment.
1~
The project also involves numerous research associates and assistants and undergraduate students.
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COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Package Shop & Restaurant
BUSINESSMEN'S LUNCHES
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
NEW MEXICO ROOM
5 p.m. - 11 p.m.
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Nunn Is Dorm President
.

Robert E,. Nunn was chosen president of Mesa Vista Hall Thursday
in a dormitory election. He defeated his opponent, Jim Vorenberg, 216 to 67. Paul Rost was selected vice president over Russell
Rhoades. Rost received 168 votes
and Rhoades, 107. They will take
office next week.
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~ttld under authority. ofb 'he Coca'Cola BOTTLING COMPANY, Albuquerque, New Mexico
lilt Coca-Cola Company y
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Towle Sterling Introduces:
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Come see today's most
beautiful new pattern in
solid silver. Inspired
by the most graceful of
all flowers •.. the timeless
Rose, long-stemmed,
gleaming, utterly lovely.
A truly faithful,
reproduction in
miniature, taken from
nature. In the tradition
of quality so inherently.
Towle. Receive a
handsome, anti-tarnish
chest with service
for eight.
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48 piece ster1ihg service (8, 6-pie~ place settrngsl

in Sculptured Ro$e ................ t., • • ••.. • .. • · • $318
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Perfectly in tune with your taste-that's Chesterfield
:
King. Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to
enrich the flavor and make it' mild. Special porous
paper lets you draw fresh air into the full king
length of top-tobacco, straight Grade-A all the wa'f.

.

Register live (b) I'>GOplo ror any or '"~
twenty-five ,European economy tours which
ASL hos been authorized to offer, and you
will receive, obsolutely FREE, a round trip
jet ticket to Europe on the olrllne and de·
parture date of your choice.
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL RESERVATION
YOU WILL RECEIVE $50.00 IN CASH. Take
immediate advantage of this unusual eXpEl'ri·
men! In the promotion of student overseas
travel, This Is the first and perhaps only time
this unique plan will be offered. For brochure
of completely detailed Information, please
send $ 1' to cover our expenses to•
AMERICAN STUDENT LEAGUE, Travel Office,
J>. 0. !lox 8123, Chl. 80, Ill.
(please print)
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Its what's gg front that counts
IFILTER·BLENDI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
n. ;r, Reynolds Tobacco Co,. Winston-Salem, N. 0•
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Federal agenr:W fa:rlevsi a4b'
pre.te:nt frm~ job c:ll!! Af:ai-.
Ua.Thereua~~

that operates mthe fieids of ..a. ·r
try, engin.eerinrr,~.ma:tile
mattc., phyab. ".l'hU ius 011-ftae-job
training program in a fede:ral ftltab..
&hment which :includes llddarly
training at a cofle.ge.
With today's me. Oft E"Dg:i&:cring, many private 1'irms aad artJIOlations engaged in secret 'WOirk are
offering some of the bezt v•s•wor
jobs for college !tudeht.s llriio hue
some scientific backgrooad.
Jobs are plentifnl for thtwe wit.fl
abilities as tutors. muse:um guides,.
public opinion interviuaso. tran&lators, dance, tennis, or swinnning
instructors, travel &ge.Dcy clerb:..
Look about you: 'With ingeanity
you can land and learn from a job.

A RECENT GAME of baseball between Amhel'St ~nd
Wiliam colleges set the sport back 100 years. Reereatmg
the game
it was played then, the boys added authen-:
ticity to the galJle by using 13 players (no play~r wore
gloves) and setting the bases 60 feet apart. ~nd 1~ thos:
days. wh~ e.ver heard of, let alone use, a relief p1tcher •
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INGENUITY BELONGS ta the fr~ternity boys at P'!rdue, w~~ e;c~ spr~~!i~u:~:d~~~trt 1:!~:~::.
effort to cheer the team on dt?tfa bigtger andd beetftteecrtsVI~~~Y. wi~Ph?ai:gup Purdue's annual parade.
equipped with seventeen 1 eren soun
,
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SHADES OF DAISY-at the University
of Southern California, where the
traffic problem is acute, bicycles have
replaced the automobile as means of
transportation for 2,000 students.
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BERMUDA has become an •
Easter vacation ground for
students from Eastern 8;nd
Southern colleges. They enJOY
sports, and exchange ideas.
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Just send your name and
address on a postcard and
receive a sampl& of the most
satisfying tobacco blend ever.
Good by itself ••• ex<:e{lent as a

c fliT ~~
:l$ ~411/l'Uf~

mixer. Men lovafultaste, women
••• the aroma, Send postcard to:
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Perfectly in tune with your taste-that's Chesterfield ,
King. Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to
:
enrich the flavor and make it( mild. Special porous
paper Jets you draw fresh air into the full king
length of top-tobacco, straight Grade-A all the way.

Join the swing to

EVEN WEST POINT cadets can relax:-sometimes. On a _spring
eek d when the Military Academy ground!i are at their love~est ~~~e cadets welcome the visits of their girls. After th: h~~d
, 1 nd h sical grind these moments mean more o e
fu~~~~ s~ldi! rhan they w~u1d to the ordinary college student.
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. ... Register ilve (S) people for any Of hth~
twenty-flve ,European economy. tours w !c u
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jet ticket to Europe on the o.rhne an
e
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'IOU WILL RECEIVE $50.00 IN CASH. Take
immediate advanta~e olthls unusual experiment In the promotion of student overseas
travel. This Is the first and perhaps only ~I me
this untque plan will be offered. For brae ura
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send $!'to cover aur expenses too
AMERICAN STUDENT LEAGUE, Travel Office,
p, 0. !lox 8123, Ch!. SO, !I!.
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hat Has ·succeeded success?
BY RUSSELL LYNES ·

t

•

W

in an age of ink blots
and I.Q.'s. Our intellects and
personalities are reduced to percentiles and "profiles"-classified, categorized, analyzed, and summarized in
a thousand different ways. We select
our college. students, assign our soldiers and sailors, decide the careers of
boys and girls, and try to disco\Ter
what normalcy is by questionnaires
and multiple choice tests, by putting
pegs in holes and by running the results through an IBM machine. W~
are constantly on the search for abnormality at the same time that we
distrust our standards of what is
normal.
Not long ago I was asked by the
editors of Mademoi8eUe magazine to
shuffle through a stack of questionnaires that they had sent to several
hundred young women in their last
years of college and several hundred
others who had recently graduated:
The questionnaires were intended to
pry out of these young women their
notions of success-in college, in jobs,
in marriage. Unlike many questionnaires that I have examined these
seemed to me agreeably civilized both
in the questions asked and in the ways
in which they were answered.
Some of the young ladies were wistful, some defiant; some were puzzled,
quizzical, romantic, and some, but only
a few, had a glint of hard ambition.
A few were blase or smug. But all of
them seemed to be frank.
Success has become a matter of
neither impinging too insistently on
the world nor letting the world impinge any more than is essential on
one's self. The dream is of comfort
and not excitement, of security and
not prominence, of developing as
many of one's potentialities as possible in a modest way without letting
any one of them run away with the
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Well-rounded and well-protecte~ is one of the distinguishing characteristics oftoday's young people.
others. A job is a way of meeting "interesting people," of keeping amused,
but it •must not be all-absorbing. "I
think definitely that a job should not
consume your life," wrote a girl from
the University of Texas. "It should be
one in which you are interested and
which enables you to lead a wellrounded life." Another girl, from the
University of Wisconsin, echoed this:
she said that she was interested in a
job, "but only to the extent that it
wouldn't interfere with a well-rounded
social life."
The devotion to well-roundedness
appears to go further than just ambition for oneself. It applies equally to
ambition for one's husband. Few of
the private faces seemed interested in
marrying a man determined to get to
the top of his profession, who by hard
and persistent work would push back
the frontiers of his chosen field. They
were thinking of his happiness and of
his health, and they cast both in the
setting of relaxed weekends-the picture of thoroughly barbecued bliss. "I
want my husband to be ambitious but
not dangerously so," wrote one college
girl and another said, "I don't want
him to have such a high executive position that it would ruin his health or
personal relationships with his
friends or family.'' Throughout the
answers there was a constant identification of work and achievement with
ruined health, lost friends, unhappinggs. It was associated with trampling
on other people who are also on the
ladder, with having no time for the
children and working incessantly over
weekends. "The college girl's picture

of a Successful Person," commented
one of the young editors of MademoiseUe who had spent a good deal of time
over the questionnaires, "seeln$ to be
a combination of a bore. and a batteredand-broken adventurer."
And money? Money is all right so
long as you can buy happiness with it.
A great deal of money, young women
believe, can only be acquired at the
sacrifice of virtue, sincerity, children,
principles, and well-roundedness.
"Just enough to get along comfort.
ably," seems to be the goal, though the·
meaning of comfortably varied considerably from answer to answer.
Most of alLthey want their husbands
to be happy in their jobs, and not to
break their necks or their hearts trying to get rich. "No job," wrote one
girl, "should encroach on relaxing
time." As you might expect, the young
wjves who answered the questionnaire that was sent them took a more
lively interest than the college girls
in the quantity as well as the quality
of their husbands' pay checks.
Is there, do you suppose, any real
risk of developing a criterion of success that .is based on well-roundedness? A great many well-rounded
young women summons up for me a
large bunch of hothouse grapes lovely to look at, plump, smooth, carefully protected from the crankiness of
·weather, and tasteless. Pebbles in a
stream are also well-rounded; so are
the vowels in the mouth of an elocution teacher. What is the likeness of
the well-rounded male, the male desired by the well-rounded :female?
First of all he is affable, friendly,

and trustworthy and he tries to be all
things to all people. He gets on easily
with everybody, everybody, that is,
who is also well-rounded and even
with a few who are not. He is conservative in his tastes for furniture,
foods, entertainments, and women. He
is conscientious, does his duty by his
community and, when called upon, by
his country. He never gets caught off
balance (neither, incidentally,. does a
ball, which is also well-rounded), and
be changes his mind slowly because
he likes to see all sides of a problem.
He is a man whose principles are not
easily shaken, though he knows .how
to give a little here and take a little
there; he recognizes that compromise
is not without virtue if it is used for
virtuous ends. He prefers the status
quo, but he does not deny the processes
of evolution. This tends· to make him
conservative in his political opinions,
but he is not a reactionary. He is a
middle-of-the-roader, He is a natural
do-gooder within the realm of his convenience and of what he expects. the
opinion of his circle of friends to be.
He is not, however, going to risk his
position in the community by espousing an unpopular point of view. He
pushes no frontiers back. He does not
get "burned up" about anything, except, possibly, those things that
threaten his position in the pyramid
of society in which he lives or that
might endanger his property values
or the well-being of his family.
Someday I should like to meet the
well-rounded man I have just described. He must be a rare and remarkable specimen. I doubt if he
exists at all; he is merely a literary
figment, the kind of man one discovers
only by trying to strike an average
from the answers to ·a questionnaire.
He is not an individual; he is just a
generality. He is a statistical meatball,
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Register flve (5) people for any ol t'he .
twenty-flve European economy tours which
ASL has b:On authorized to offer, and you
will receiVe, absc.lutely FREE, a round trip
jet ticket to Europe on the airline and departure date of your choice.
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL RESERVATION
YOU WilL RECEIVE $50.00 IN CASH. Take
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immediate advantage of this unusual expE!rlment In the promotion of student overseas
tr<lvel. This Is the flrst and perhaps only time
this unique plan will be offered. For brochure
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AMERICAN STUDENT LEAGUE, Travel Office,
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thfr lean and the fat all grQund toto live. They want to proceed up a
gether.
_
road, that bas .protective barriers. .on ..,.
But there is evidence that the meateither side; they want to go step by
ball is not unrelated tQ reality. David
step up the ~orporation ladder, some
Riesman in an article in The Amerifaster thap. othera, of ~ourse, but with
. can Scholar told of a study of Princea sense o{, security about the climb.
ton seniors that had been made by
There is more kudos, be(ause there
is also more security, in a man's being
Time magazine. Interviewers had
asked the students what they thought
part of a Jarge and nationally known
their lives . would be like in fifteen
corporation than part of a small one.
There seem to be fewer men and woyears, "No life in the ulcer belt for
men who want to desert the road
me," one of the young men said, and
another 1:1aid, "Why struggle on. my
and high-tail it to a higher peak that
can be reached only over rocky teroWlf when I can enjoy the big. psychorain. The dream of the young family
logic111 income of being a member of
is to move not only up the road of
a big outfit!" The theme of wellcareer but to move from suburb to
roundedness emerges as clearly from
suburb.
Many young families tooay
the Princeton seniors as it did from
start life in the mass-prooueed subthe Mademoiselle girls. One young
urbs where houses are all alike and,
man who plans to be a lawyer said
it is said, there is only one class since
(and Mr. Riesman after some initial
everybooy makes about the same adoubt decided that the young man
mount of money. Their ambition is to
wasn't trying to pull the interviewer's
move as soon as they can afford it to
leg) : "I'll belong to all the associaa slightly older and better-established
tions you can think of-Elks, VFWs,
suburb where each house has a little
Boy Scouts and Boys' Clubs, YMCA,
more land and is not the image of the
Am"'erican Legion, etc. It will keep
house next door, and so on to older
me away from home a lot. But my
wife won't mind. She'll be vivacious
suburbs and more land and bigger
and easy with people. And she will
houses. At each step there is a slightly
belong to everything in sight toolarger and more expensive car, more
especially the League of Women Vo"appliances" in the kitchen, perhaps
ters. I won't marry her until I'm
better schools for th!! children and
twenty-eight, and so when I'm thirtywith luck private schools.
six we will have only two of the four
children I hope for eventually. We'll
be living in an upper middle class
home costing about $20,000 by then,
in •...a
suburban fringe ..•.We'll have
f\;ij
two Fords or Chevvies when I'm
thirty-six. so we can both keep the
busy schedule we'll have. But in addition to this public social life, we'll
have private friends who don't even
live around Toledo - friends with
whom we can be completely natural
and. relaxed. That's where Princeton
friends will be very important."
Mr. Riesman, whG doesn't take the
results of the Time suryey too seriously, says of the young men: "The
Many of the parents of those whO
career they want is the good life, for
are now in college or who have recentwhich their COrPOration or profession
ly graduated were married in the
serves as the good provider. These
twenties--the era of the so-called Lost
:r_nen already know they won't be presGeneration, of the boom -that seemed
ident - they wouldn't want the job
as though it would never end, of Bix
with its unpredictable ·demands, its
Beiderbecke, and the 4 per cent inpresumptive big city looale, its disruption of family and recreational
come tax. The world bad been saved
life."
for democracy once and :for all by the
First World War, and anybody could
The temptation to make a generation fit such a formula leads to alarm
save himself by following the formula
and distrust on the part of those who
of Dr. Emil Cone. All you had to do
do not belong to it and disgust and
was to repeat over and over each
boJ;edom on the part of those who do.
night before you went to sleep the
But this brief composite portrait of
magic words "Day by day in every
a generation's idea of success is not
way I'm getting better and better'';
entirely without validity, and if it
your psyche tool( care of the rest.
seems to be without any very sharp
Young men stepped out of college into
edges we must remember that genera- . jobs that paid them handsomely; they
tions are also without edges;. they are
bought stooks on margin and doubled
not compartments; they are merely
their money as though by divine provwhat we mark off for the sake of conidence. The world gave them a living
venience on a continuous line.
.and bathtub gin and exaggerated no-·
Actually the changes in ambition
tions abou.t. prosperity. Then the
and in the concept of success are not
crash caught them. A f~w jumped out
only changes in where people want
of the windows of office buildings;
to get but also in how they want to get
JOme just could not pay the mortgage
there. They do not want a peak but,
on tb~ house; a good many found that
as Riesman says,< a plateau on which
what they thought. were steady jobs
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with promising futures were no joba
_at all. Al!Put the only things that went
up after the crash were the woman's
waiatline and the bosQDl: they were
almost the only natural resources
whose value had not been overestimated
Faith in money as a goal to which
to devote one's entire energies ·wa~
destroyed.· Money turned out to be
ephemeral just as surely to thGSe who
had put their life's savings aside in
"sure things" as to those who bad
made money out of money on the
market. Success when measured in
dollars became a hollow thing, a faithless mistress not to be followed or
flirted with. The war had saved the
world for demooracy and democracy
was broke. The intellectuals were
called in to tinker with the economic
machinery, and see if they could get
the motor going again. A few wanted
to tear the motor down 1\nd remodel
it according to a niueteentb-centur.v
blueprint devised by a lllan named
Mar:x:; othei's ·wanted to patch it up,
give it a shot of bigh-ootane planning
and see if it would not begin to bum
again on its own. 'Panaceas became
the order of the day.
Then the wcrld turned out not to be
safe for democracy at all. Democracy
bad to fight for its life. The planners
with their doctrines and panaceas and
the young men and women who had
been brought up by "permissive" parents turned into fighters along with
everybody else. They believed that once
Facism was licked we could settle
down again to solving our ecol$omic
and sooial problems and to building
reasonable lives. What we got was
prosperity, the threat of Russia, an
entirely unfamiliar set ··of problems,
and a whole new freezer of mores,
idols, and aspirations.
This alone might explain the present cautious concern of the young .
with security and well-roundedness.
But there is another and equally important cause, as Pangloss could
prove, for this effect. Their parents'
generation, which bad at first wrung
its hands over its failures, soon began
to forget the lessons it bad learned in
the depression. Once more they saw
visions of an ever-expanding economy
and they began to dance on the dikes
that, they were confident, could withstand any floOds that might threaten
prosperity. They slipped back into old
habits of complacency and acted as
though this were, after all, the best
of all possible worlds. Once again they
seemed to think that they had all of
the answers and that a beneficent government run by beneficent and practical men would protect them from all
evil. There were cushions and crutches
everywhere. But there was something
a little unreal about their euphoria,
something a little too smug about
their self-confidence that seemed to
betray a distrust of themselves and
their faith.
Their laughter has become a little
too loud, their jokes a little too shrill,
They make an uneasy vibration in the
air. The young cannot help but feel it.
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Reviewed
TBR!Z JI!ICI:NT" BOOKS, two of them

noveh! by established writers who,
each in his own way, is a critie of
our times, show~ be of particular
intenat to yc,JU. The third :i& a fa&.
cinating study of that ever-shifting
subjl,lcl, slaug.

Of the noveh!. probably the most
important is Jolm Doa PQBOS' new
book titled Midcentury, which is
widely hailed as his most meaning.
ful book sin~ the "U.S.A." trilogy,

~

::s....•

which was published twenty-five
years ago. Using m'any of the same
techniques he employed in "U.S.A.",
incJuding topical biographies and
summaries of contemporary events, ·
·Dos Passos, in this new book, deals
principally with the theme of the
banlauptcy of individnali!!ID in mOd·
em society. His protagonists, whose
stories are interwoven, and interlarded with his quaai-jonma!istic
devices, are three union leaders and
two businessmen, whose varying
fates, even when they try to oornhat
them,. are vitiated by "the organiza.
• one way or another, or
tion" m
simply by the over-organization of
contemporary life. The book is
neither as poignant nor as probing
of individual Character as ''U.S.A."
-it is more l!IOCiological and very
soap.bo:ey, but ·in its very note of
despair and even cynicism, it hits
hard and trenchantly.
Like Doe P881l08, O'Hara, in his
three new novelettes collectively entitled Sermons and Soda-Water, :&as
returned to earlier themes, and the
result far more resembles the au·
thor's vintage work (Appointment
.in Samara) than some of his pon·
derous later novels. The beet of the
three is "Imagine Kissing Pete", a
moving, tersely but bejlutiCully writ-

Bronze medal 'Winner in the 1960 Olympic
shot}Jut, Dallas Long of the University of
Southern California, should have another big
year as a atar of the track and field team.
Halfback Ronni Bull seems a sure
bet for the 1961 All-America football team. A hard runner, he'll carry
the brunt of the Baylor offense.

Keeu Your EJB on
This Year's Stars
EACH YEAR, competition in college sports introduces a new
fiock of stars. Amateur games are more unpredictable than
professional and there are always exciting surprises. The
year 1961-62 should be no exception. Men like football star
Ernie Davis, Terry Dischinger in basketball and Chuck McKinley, a member of the U.S. Davis Cup tennis squad, will
be back. And highschool stars will be trying on their college color for the first time. Here is a random mixture who
seem bound to reach the pinnacle in their respective games.

ten story of a deltruclive, compul-

sive marriage that be!:omes resutrected by something more than
patience, by time and guilt and a
kind of moral fatigue, and even by
hope. O'Hara is terse, sharp, funny
and tragic, and he wonderfully manages to encomp&M the paasilge of
~e. the impact of generation~~, one
upon the other, forward and back·
ward, without losing a moment of
narrative impact. It. is .a styJietic
triumph. The other two long stories,
"We're Friends Again" and "The
Girl on the Baggage Truck", while
not quite so accomplished, are of
the same genre.
For a change of pace, there is
Crowell's new Dl~ry Of Amwican SWig, compiled and edited by
Harold Wentworth and Stuart Berg
Flemer. The authors have com·
piled a fairly complete listing and it
carries an academi~ tone. There are
many omissions on the derivatiODl!,
but the book does have the merit of
being up-to-date and contains a full
vocabulary of th& beatnik lingo.

Jerry Lucas of Ohio State,
basketball's leading college
star in 1960-61 is bound to repeat in his coming senior season. This 6'8w star is a top
scorer and a skilled rebounder.

Chris von Saltza, a winner of
three gold medals in the 1961);
Olympics. Chris will be entering Stan ford this fall and
will be the best female swim·
mer in college competition.
COLLEGIATE DIGEST • APRIL 1961 "
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· Register t'lva (5) people for ohy of the
twenty-~ve "European economy tours which
ASL hos been authorized to offer, and you
will receive, absolutely FREE, a round trip
let ticket to Europe on the airline olid de·
parture date of your choice.
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL RESERVATION
YOU WILl RECEIVE $50.00 IN CASH. Take
immediate ddvantoge of this unusual expert·
ment In the promotion of student overseos
travel. This Is the flrst ond perhops only time
this unique plan will be offered. For brochure
of completely detdiled lnformctlon, please
send $1' to cover our expenses lot
AMERICAN STUDENT LEAGUE, Trdvel Office,
P. 0. Box 8123, Chi. 80, Ill.
(please print)
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Delegates at UNM toan send
one delegate and possibly
To Visit . .Here · 1
observer,
.
. Ctence
•
Mee t Nathaniel
For a banquet Friday night Dr. Dplores T. Pauhkas, natJona
S
Wollman, professot· of president of Phi Gamma Nu, pro-

·.

UNM will be host Friday and
Saturdu.y to dele~tes from eight
states who are members of the
Rocky Mountain Science Council.
Harold L. Walker,-UNM'director
research, is the conference chairWalker said that each member institution in Arizona, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Utah and New Mexico is due

~

'· .
'; 1

.'

economics at UNM, will discuss fessional commerce sorority, will
"Water Resources for the Future." visit the local UNM ehaptet· thi$
Saturday, A c companying Miss
· ·
IRC Off•
Paulikas will be Mrs, Edgar :{{emICers
merling of Denver, western provNewly-elected officers of the In- ince vice-president.
ter-Religious Council are Anabel
Roberts, president; Bruce WilliamPATRONIZE
son, vice-vresident; Sheila Miller,
secretary and Bill Hawke, treas,
LOBO ADVERTISERS
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OXFORD

for
comfort •.. quality . •. appearance
The rich texture of fine oxford skillfully
tailored gives the assurance of being welldressed. Case in point: the Arrow University
Fashion B.D. with the authentic roll of ·the
classic button-down. YoUr wardrobe is
incomplete without a selection of these casual
Arrow shirtsjn both long and short sleeves.
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"AND I THOUGHT ABRAHAM LINCOLN ENDED ALL THIS,"
seems to be the sentiment of slaves Donna Clauser and U. D. Black
as they man their stations on the auction block during the Greek
Week slave sale held last Saturday morning in front <~f the Administration bldg. Dean Howard V. Mathany, prize slave, was purchased by Sigma Chi. (Staff Photo by Joel Weber)

Funds to Study Moon
Given EE Department

,\

•

Math 2, intermediate algebra
course, will be changed to a noncredit course with a $20 enrollment
:fee by action of the Curriculum
Committee, it was announeed
last Thursday.
The new course will be called
Math A to correspond with the
English A course now in existence,
It is felt that these courses are on
the high school level so no University credit can be given :for them.
, The change will be eftective in the
:fall semester.

of quality so inherently
Towle. Receive a
handsome, anti-tarnish
chest with service
for eight.

48 piece sterling servite (8, 6-piece place settings)
in Sculptured Rose ..••.•.••.••••.•...•.•..••••.. $318
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Math Course Given
Non-Credit Status
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The UNM electrical engineering
department has received a grant
o:f about $26,000 :from the National
Aeronautics and Space Agency to
finance study of radar echoes from
the moon.
Dr. Richard K. Moore, chairman
of the electrical engineering department, and Dr. W. W. Koepsel, electrical engineering professor, will
direct the project.
The study will tl'Y to gather information about the surface of the
moon, to be used in designing vehicles for soft landings there.
Studies of ground radar echoes
which have been conducted at UNM
will be applied in the new project.
The acoustic model currently being
used at UNM for study of ground
radar echoes will be applied to the
moon study,
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Perfectly in tune with your taste-that's Chesterfield
King. Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to
enrich the flavor and make it' mild. Special porous
paper lets you draw fresh air into the full king
length of top-tobacco, straight Grade-A aU the way.

Join the swing to

FREE TRIP TO EUROPE
Register live (5) people for any of the
twenly·flve Europecm economy tours which
ASL has balm authorized to offer, ond you
will recel"e, absolutely FRE~, a round trip
jet ticket to Europe on the airline and departure dote of your choice.
FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL RESERVATION
VOU WILL RECEIVE $50.00 IN CASH. Take
Immediate advantage of this unusual expert·
ment In the promotion ol dudent overseas
travel. This b the first and perhaps only time
this unique plan will be offered, For brochure
of completely detailed Information, please
send $1' to cover our expenses tor
AMERICAN STUDENT LEAGUE, Trove! Office,
P. 0. Box 81:!3, Chi. SO, Ill.
(pldase print)
Name--~-------

Its whats gp front that counts

Winston
Fttrta' ClGi\1!

t:rrts

IFILTER·BLENDI is yours in Winston and only Winston.
Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston .
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Pab!I.UI ~~ Th'llftdllll' &Dd hldllll' ol the Malar UalftnltJ' 78&1' _ , darlllc
hoU<Iap and .,..., natloa ~ode b7 tbe Aaoelatecl Studenta of tbe Unlv-lu of NJial- Ente.w<t .. ucond elua
at tbe _ , oiB.., Albuquarque, A - t 1, 1918,
llndfll' tbe ..,, of lluch 1, 1178. Prlntecl bJ the Um•enii;J' Prlntlnc l'laDt. Subd,iptloD
rate, .4.60 fDI" tbe IH!bool - · panble In advance.
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The film, "Operatipn Abolition," old Pt't.D'. eandid"ate at the Univer- of May 13, the film showlf a large
Editor
'
Jamie Rubenstein a sort of free form expression of sity of California. Savin. ~IJ a regis· crowd of people across. the atreet
Managi;gEdito"i-;--:::-::::::::::::::G;;ey-Tho-;;;~n and Mark Acuff t~e delicate. nuances of the art. of tered D~mocrat, non-s.ocialiat, non· :O:om ~ity Hal!, some raising, the!r
Co Edito
An ela Me endortf shme throWing, demonstrates bet- commumst,. wh:a had never before arms m a Nazx salute, In fact> thts
M,;~ay Ni~ht-Edl;;---------------------------- gTex D~terman ter than anything else the philosQ- participated in any org,anized politi- action tooklJlace the next day, after
Wednesday Night Edit-;---------------------------Chloe Lineberger ·phy behind the House Committee cal activity in his: life, He was the hosing and beating of the. stu.
d' 0 ------------------------- S h
on UnrAmerican Activities.
assisted by Richard Chesney; 23- dents on "Black Friday," May 13.
_ _.
0
Thu......
aJ ~tght E ttor -~-------------------------- tep .any ~row
Made. :from film. clips:. subpoenaed year-old history and philosophy The: crowd was. protesting the bosSpo~ Edttor -----------------------------------Denms Rotierta from private television companies major, non-socialist, tion-commu- ing and beating.. The film purports
B!!smes~ Manager -----------------------------------Vernon P~elps (without pay) and turned aver to nist, re11:.istereif Democrat. 'Xlle to show that the demonstration. was
~J:~:;~o1~~:;~~-:.:::::::::::::.:::::=:::.=.::::.:'bU:C~ej';~~~~ another ;priva~ ~hn. com}Jany for d~mon$ration at san Franci~co he!ore t~e h~sing, The editing of
Reporters: Pat Hogan Pat Cazier Vicki Scott Martin Paskind Dorothy commerCial dtstributton, . the film C1ty Hall was led !'Y Burt~m White, the ~lm m thu;. manner has: caused
E'l
St
C '.
'
'
'
purports to prove concluSlvely that 29-year-oid teachtn&: assllltant at constderable resentment and com- .
1 ers,
eve ame.
the student demonstrations; against UC, same political clasldficatfon. menton the part 'Of the San Franthe HUAC in .~!\!! Francisco last All three worked throug)l; a student ciscn phot!!graphers who too1t the
May were communist-Jed and sub- group called .Student& for Civil films.
-ll
versive in intent.
'
Libertie. The film doe!l not name: EnougJt e~amples. The film, w~th
As an American, I am ashamed the "communist agents!' who "in- ita.g:rossinaccuracies.and misrepreIn recent days we've become increasingly impatient.
to
to report that a committee cited" the non-communistS' , •• be- sentations, has done considerable
We're not exactly sure why we are impatient or what we of have
my government. has: distributed cause· the. non-communists incited damage throughout the. country.
are impatient about. We've tried every sort of remedy and for mass consumption a. film. mak· themselves:. Not one slu:ed o£ evi- The president of the Chamber of
listened to all kinds of advice, but we have found no relief. ing use of the brainwaa,hing propa· dence has been offered by anyone Commerce in a. small Indiana town,
devices employed until now anywhere. to prove. the. charge "com- after seeing the film, said that
Mter dige~ting all of the evidence, we have decided that ganda
only by the USSR.
.
munfst incited.'" Cal,, one of the "they should have .turned machine
our ailment is probably caused by that rare disease that
Secretary of Defense McNamara Iari'est univenitie)J: in the nation, guns on those students in!Jtead of
becomes such a crippler this time of year, "spring fever." has ordered the film withdrawn doeS'. not permit Communist agents fire hoses." The John Birch society
government agencies, but it is ta be teaching: assiatants. White has bou!ted that it has. shown the
Spring fever, as we understand it is accompanied by an- from
still being :~hown to millions of later drew the adminion (on TV film ''more times than anY other
other sickness called "midsemester slump."
people, including elementary school and radial £rom William Wheeler, anti-c.ommunist group!' . •
West Coast investil[lltor for the The students'. at. Berkeley admit
We have noticed that we aren't the only ones afflicted children, all across the nation.
The
film
contains
a
number
of
Committee, that the: iilm contains that there were communists n1inwith these two diseases which have plagued students of oerious inaccuracies and distortions. inaccuracies
and distortions.
gling in the chowd at City Hall.
all varieties. Some of the more obvious signs include the Totally different events are shown The film states that Archie Brown ·They ask "what could we do about
water fights on Sunday afternoon, the ever increasing num- as though they h~d occurred in se- i,s second in command of the Com- that1"' They asked the same quesCommt~msts: (at the hear- munist :Parly in Northern Califor- tion to the writer of the Hoover reber of people :(pund in Yale and Roosevelt parks, the after- quence.
ing because they were:· subpoenaed) nia. Th:e fast is that :Merle Brodsky port. (subpect: communist infiltramath of a student body election, the talk about Fiesta, the are shown inside the courtroom- ill. second in comm1111d of the party tion of American youth) when he
appeared on campus at their in-vitayearly eriticism of the LOBO, the cutting of classes, the followed by shots of demonstrating in Norlhern Californfa..
students,
leaving;
the
vieWer
with
The
film
states
that
a
"student
tion. The question was not anfrequent "tea" and TGIF parties and others. Another signal the impression that the Communists directive" appeared in the· Daily swered.
It still has not been an·
of the disease is a tendency to let things slide. There is no Nere leading the students.
Californian, Cal's new:~paper, that swered,
The narrator of the film. states students "laugh out loud" at the The students, on all counts, have
reason in the world to do that 3000 word history paper
.hat a "few well-trained" commu- Committee hearings. In fact, such been completely honest and sintoday when you can put it off until tomorrow.
1ist agents were able: w "incite a suggestion was made by one stu- cere about the demonstration and
And as the days grow longer and hotter, sadness piles 1on-communists against the Com- dent at a meeting of the Students its organization. I wish I could say
for Civil Liberties, who immediately the same !or a Committee that
upon sadness as we count the minutes to the blessed day. nittee.''
In
fact;
the
demonstration
was
the suggestion.
seems to consider anti-HUACism
We'll be free then-but then we remember Gayle Hudgens, 1rganized by Gene Savin, a 25-year- rejected
Under a summary of the evel)ts and comm\lnism synonyms.

Editorial aDd BusiDea oliee in JOUl'D&IiaJD Bulldhsc. TeL CR 3-U28
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traveling around the nation in her new wool wardrobe.

Selected At the Movies • ••
,
Reviewer Praises BS d C • Reviewer Lands Foreign Films
20 Positions 0penRode~ Production y tu ent ouncl1DocketeclforWeekendShowing
0nCOmpus 8OordS
_w_oo_Ig_et_s_awf_u_ny-it-ch_ym_Ju-Iy._ _ _ _
-m
__· -~Officers

Contmued from page 1
Continued from page 1
erally well done, but had a tend- ig to orient new student body presi. l;lY P. H. EISENBART
with winning tenderness by Em·
ency to leave some ofthe actors not dents and to discuss common prob- R~:~·'f'~t:Y:"~rA~~~!:r;rr.~rJ,.Aa~'.l. manuelle R~va, is trapped between
.
· th
t
f th t
tr d d lems Olsen also suggested as a DUI 0 Kadl.; Don Pancba Art. Theatre. her consummg love and her knowle cen er o
e s age s an e delegate,
•
•
"
d that the cnme
·
· vanAPPI .teat'rons ~J.Or 20 }lOSt·tions 1·n m
•
withdrew
because of a (dnbbedl
Y<>=g a:n4 t1ic o.........t,. dlreeted by Lui• e ge
of at omtc
student government are now avail- m darkness. In contrast to the Senate meeting May 3 A $400 al Bunuel and T!i. B-k« OucroCI<lt, Wott geance has estranged her from her
.
t'
tt 1· hti
d
•
• :Mankowltz; film aoelaty Saturday, April 1 r W
d
f th
able, Linden Knighten, student body some rmes spo Y tg ng ur- lotment for the conference was ap- 29, Nevr. MeXfce Union. Theater.
ove • e. are. spare . none o
e
"Hiroshima :Mon Amour" begins lpocalyptlc pam of thts knowledge,
'd t
d Th d ing portions of the play, the light- proved by the Council.
presi en , announce
urs ay
t · ht t th' D
n
h Art not even that unspeakable emblem
·
ht
ing
effects
during
the
second
act
In
other
business
the
Council
aponig,
a
e
on
...
anc
o
s of our age, th e f ace of a· 1'tvmg
•
ntg •
.
.
1
h
d th
d '- la
d Theater The film is- an unforgetman
All but two of the positions are contrtbuted Immense Y to t e- op- prove
e I!ropose ur WIJ an t bl
hl
t. 1 d 1
stained with radiation bmons,
·
d
recommendations from the 196'0-61 a e ac evemen n a eep y movappointed by .the president. The presslve moo • . • .
Council, with a few minor correc- ing way, ~Jan Resnais, its directo~, "Hiroshi_n~a.,Mo~ Amour:• won the
other two, those of National Stu- ~y other cnticxsm o~ th~ pro- tions and additions. Among the has c.omb~ed a .remarkable techm- Carnes Cr1txcs Prize, and 1s strongdents Association coordinator for ductlon would center pnmanly on recommendations passed was. one cal vu;tuo~xty.Wtth an ardent sense ly recommended.
UNM and a dele ate at Iar e to the the closing minutes of the play requiring that the recording secre- o~ somal JUStt~e to produce a pas- .This S!lturday nigh~ the UNM
g
g
when there was. a noticeable dro tary !or the council be paid $20 sronately candid film on the para- Film Soctety presents 'The Young
NSA congress, are selected by the .
~ per month during the school year. dox of love and vengeance in this and the Damned" (Los Olvidados),
Student CounciL
m t~e suspense set up by tb~ ell- Under the present system the pres- ce?tury of -t;otal. war. Beginn,ing a searing an4 beautifu~ study of
The NSA positions will be :filled mactic. court seen~. It;eft the VIewer ident receives: $100 a. month and the With a haunting tmage of ;passron, yo~th and VI~len~e. Drrected by,
by the Student Council May 11. The expecting sometbtng Important, and vice president, $50.
the story of the chance umon of. a Lu1s Bunuel,, tt ts probably the
· .
.
•
.
it :failed him
Finances Good
Frenchwoman who came to Japan greatest Spantsh·Ianguagefilm ever
applicants Will be mterviewed and
·
to make an anti-wal' film in Hiro· made. Also presented is a 35-minute
the coordinator selected. Ali appli- T~e mak?·up was com~endable in D~~ 0~~'!j· K:~!i:r:~;;~:~ shima, and a Japanese architect adaptation of Gogol's "The Overcants :for coordinator and delegate f':rls~n::ctency and avmdance of council finances are in "go:d shape.'' w~o ~de~~ds the horror of co~t" to th~ world of London Jew~;
will then be considered !or the dele- g
'
.
•
The council at present. has: a reserve Hiros¥roa m his. ~~es, develops, by It IS ~alled ?-'he Bespoke Overcoat,
t Stud t C
il
The play, openmg to an audtence fund of close to $B 000 Olsen a"d a senes of bnlhantly executed and rs a poignant example of that
t
ga e pos •
en ounc may se- composed mainly of townspeople "And we should 'et ~bout $~ 500 flashbacks, into pitiless. statement tragic-comic idiom of emotional ·
lect two alternates· to attend the with a scattering of University stu- f m F'e ta, h goncl ded
of inconsolable need in human be- devotion the Eich:manns of the
convention, also. Applicants. for dents, is almo~ undoubtedly one of r~ewi~ ~old th! ~ew ~oun~il that ings "!hose '!llemories: are caverns world labored so long and hard to
NSA coordinator will be required the best tt;chmcally, ~hat Rodey has the best way to shorten meetings of achmg guilt. The woman, played erase.
.
and to get things accomplished is
Ralph Carey, Monte Do:vle, James DuPree,
to answer a list o£ questions on na- produced m a long time.
tional. and inte~ati~nal affairs. The play. runs through Tues?ay. to "work together.'' Olsen and
~fl? ¥tJ:Q~~~h:r~S~~nH~~;.?'~~~dH~~~;
Deadhne for applications for the Reserved ttckets may be obtamed Knighten agreed and asked for co1
Peel, Adotr.h Plummer{! John Ri.maey, An·
NSA po~ts is May 1~. •
at ~he Rode:r ~ox o.ffice or in, ~he operation in the coming year.
~~~'f. w.ne:.!\v~~':"Ja~:.ar~bRlr.~~~~f~;
Deadlme for applications for the l!mon. AdmlSSlQn lS by actiVIty The council closed its first meetWrla:bt.
'\
"
other
ing by offering
The tollowlng
reoelved awards
eros.·
. • 18 posts is May B. Only one
'1 ttcket.
, a vote of comcountry:
Jeosle Castenada,
John In
Cordova,
posttton, that of Student Counct
mendation, pratse, and appreciation One-hundred and fifteen UNM Jon Epperson, Stanley Hay~~S, Floyd Hla:brecording secretary, 'is salaried.
The
to the 1960-61 council.
athletes were presented awards in fiiiT. be 1.0
~ Jlow1ng rece1ved awarda 1n
· b ket;..
secret ary Wl,ill rece1Ve B. $20 per
Un
5 e
various sports by :Pete McDavid, ball: Betnard
Brummell, Ben Brooko, uFran·
month educatiOnal grant.
.
H k
0
M S UNM director of athletics at the ~~ Coiiee,kMike Dletmelu. Francia Grant1
The other positions open for ap0 ona
ance
ay
annual Honors Assembly held on R:~.l{!-::'ny ~~t.~~~~· Joe McKay, Dll
plfcants:
"Candlelight and Blue," the Ho· Wednesda,.
The followlna: received awards In wrMt•
•
.Jt
Alderman
Chat' lea Clausen
Student • Court-Ch.
• • 1ef J"ustice, Sc:v~n so~on't'1es !ll!'d thr ~e f ra- kona h a11 spnng:
.~.orma· 1 will b e
A total "'
of 33 received awards in ling:
llharl..Harold
Cund!II,
Mike ' Enright.
Bernard
:four assocrate JUstices.
tern1tres Will parttctpate m the held Friday, May 5 from 9 to 12 f tb 11 18 'n t k 10 . b k t ackso~ David R. Mar•hnll, Lavern Mar·
Student Standards-four mem- annual Mortar Board presentation in the Union ballroom, Elaine b0 ~1 a d15 1• :ac b 11 m as e • ~fo~.i v~~~ol~· Torreo, Joo Vivian, A.
hers.
of Stunt Night. The event will be- Owens, Hokona vice-president, an- a ' an
m ase, a •
The !ollowln~r' have r....elvod. letters In
Student Publications Board-five gin at 7:30p.m. in Johnson Gyrn. nounced. The Fanfare band will EZ':.~ ~!~'n~:CJ!':~~~~~r~w::r'kr\~Jft0 "!\'1~~; ~~ebala: :ona.td r.•14~· Law'ifn••k 8BennFett1
members.
Proceeds from the activity will play for the event.
aet T, Bright, Jamoo~ G. Brailley, Do~ald J, ch~~~t T6:::;::;•ounn °~:~1a ·~:Y "non~'ia
.... . Un' n Bo rd stu
1
Butler, John G. Byrd, Dilly G~ne Brown, Keltb August Mader .'lorr)l Neely I Everett
New ...
eXIco
10
a - go toward a scho arship fund4 used
Cha:rl.,. Cleu•an1Joe Jim oromartle, Charles Polaneo William Reid Buddy n'obertaon
dent chairman, student at· large, to award one scholarship to a UNM 20 f
Aft d S •
Gumm!ngo,F";~ laml. Demf2rt6Jiaulpuk'i< Charles'Whlte, Lanny Winters,
'
Union Directorate-e h a i rm an, woman each year.
0
en
emma r. M~0·8:nf~k rae~~~. £~1reard, d!brg!a'i.. oft~ 8Ji~ 11Xt'~~~t t~':.~1 .;"~l:l!l~ /(1\~:" aiR
vice chairman.
F t 't'
rt' . t•
• t
Twenty students from the Aqm- .Juper, RobertA Lee Jensen, GI!Or.re ,A. Ken- ~nckenzle, Bc>b Meierlng, Paul Jll:>at, jerrY
os't'ons
for
which
ra
ernr
res
pa:
tctpa
mg
m
O•
nas
Newman Center ara leaving nedy, Johrt . K01er, Robert D. Lozier, Truax.
The only p 1 1
night's activities will be Tau Kap
Robert B. Morgan, Jobn McNitt, James w.
. • today for the Newman Area Semi· Ottman, John H. Pleroon Jr., Harold T.
-------there are special requirements are
Student . Court. Applicants must pa Epsflon, Kappa Alpha, and Sig- nar being held this weekend at the ~~edsh~~~t'"·'\~,t~~t"fi. 0wn:nC:; SJ'g!!j,~"\r.
•
havE~ been in tel!idence at UNM £or ma Chl.
University of Arizona Newman Wolcott, Willi• F!entad, manasrer; Grasrg
Socaety to Meet
at least two semesters, must have • Sororities appearing tonight will Cent~r in Tucson. This is .a joint Sti!b~
r4!Celve<l awarda
ten- The New Mexico Philosophical
at le~tst a 1,5 aggregate grade point mclude Town Club, Kappa Alpha meetmg of the Santa Fe and Ari· •wlmminlll Bnfnca\ ltobert Boll~ Charles Society will hold Its twelfth annual
average and must be of at least Theta, tlpha Chi Omega, ~i TBeta zona provinees of the Newman Fed· ro,!~t':.:~~~~hnJ:-~~W':lJ'J'~" ::~.~·Jt~~J' meeting in the New Mexico Union
junior classification.
Phi, De ta Delta Delta, Ch1 Omega, eration. The two day 11entinar will At Rhudyi ~nd :Bid White. '
' this weekend. Participating from
deal with the work,. g:oals and Qper- nti':huc~~fef"Jf. rre~:tk ~:=y111 t~;~ UNM will be David Burke, Dr.
All appointees will take office im- and Kappa Kappa Gamma.
mediately upon their approval by Admission. to the event ill one ation of Catholic Action on the col- ~~~.r•tg. La~ M\\JJ, John Xumma,'Charll!!l Zuhdi Faruki, and Professor
dollar. The public is invited.
lege and university level.
uT~e t~l'twl:;cr!:etvad awarda tn tracks Archie J. Bahm,
Council and Senate.

115 Athre·tes Rece·lve
Awards at Assembly
1
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~eason,

Texas battle
meet, but
theyway.
·could face a
tough
all the
The Wolfpack has downed both 1
Texas Tech and New .Mexico State
in dual mee'ts already but has not
met Arkansas and the addition of
strong Razorback entries in the
distances and hurdles could cause
a fine bit of pomt splitting.
Based on best times turned in
this season so far, Arkansas runners could take firsts in the 8!!0-yd.
run, the two-n:l.iie and the hrgh hurdles, and the first three pmces in
the mile. The Razorbacl~s also have
a strong entry in the pole vault.
Hackett expects most of the
Lobo power to evidence itself in the
dashes and the field events. Jim
Whitfield with a 9.7, and Bobby
Santiago and George Heard with
9.9's have posted the be~t times to
date of any entries in the lOU-yd.
dash.
The quarter-mile also offers
:Plummer another shot at Texas
Tech's Curtis Hart. In the
Tech dual meet, Plummer beat
Hart, but was disqualified for run·
ning out of his lane.
While Plummer renews his rivalry with Hart, Hackett will probably
be watching another entry in the
quarter with extreme interest as
Jim Stewart runs his first competi·
tion in more thana month.
Stewart, running agatn after recovering from a foot injury, will
run only the 440 and will not be
part of the Lobo mile relay "team.,
Hackett hopes to have Stewart at
full strength in time for the Skyline Conference Eastern Division
meet, May 20, at Denver.
The Lobo coach said his mile relay entry will be composed of Mike
Wright, Tim Barnes, Whitfield
Plummer.
Del Blanks and Santiago could
take first and second in the broad

'

c.n

Qu~drangular

based on their best marks of The two relay events could be
although Tech's Shirey great races. New Mexico where
JUmped 23' 2", as compared to
.
' .
Santiago's best of 23' 3".
Ha~kett Will run Heard, Santmgo,
Lobo John McMahon, whose Whitfield a~d P~ummer, has posted
"21' 8" · b tte
.
the best time m the 440 (41.6),
«
rs e r by 10 ~eet than that while Tech, with 3:14.4 is the mile
?f any. othe_r entry, wrll be favored relay leader. Arkansas has run 3:15
.
Coach Hugh Hackett and a 30• m the Javelm, although he has been and New Mexico 3:16,8 in the mile
form trouble recently.
this season,
man track team leave at noon today
for Lubbock, Te;x:., where they will
compete Saturday in a quadranguIt Takes Three
lar meet which will include teams
from Arkansas, New Mexico State
To Make a Wedding
and the ho~t school, Texas Tech.
Although run in conjunction
Bride, Groom •••
the Red ttaider Relays, a big high
school meet, the collegiate competl.·
tion will run the reguJ.ar 15-'event
schedule, plus the 440-yd. relay.
The Lobes, wit honly one loss in
nine meets thus far this season,
and boasting tlie largest entry in
the field, will be favored in the

., ••,, ~ "'

STARTS

"A FILM THAT ONE
CAN PREDICT WILL 1
STILL BE IMPORTANT
50 YEARS HENCEI"

' . -- -a.c:Wq, ,,.._
DON PANCHO'S, ART THEATRE
FRIDAY

21 08 Central SE - Across from campus
Stude"! Rata 75¢

Featu"s 7,30 and 9:30 p.m.
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(At.dhar of ••r Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Maray
Lot!ea of Dobie Gillis," etc.)
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A ROBE BY ANY O!FHER NAME
As Commencement Day draws near, the question on everyone's
lips is: "How did the different disciplines come to be marked by
academic robes with hoods of different colors?" Everybodybut everybody-is asking it. I mean I haven't been able to walk
ten feet on any campus in America without somebody grabs my
elbow and says, "How did the different disciplines come to be
marked by academic robes with hoods of different colors, hey?"·
This, I must say, is not the usual question asked by collegians
who grab my elbow. Usually they say, "Hey, Shorty, got a
Marlboro?" And this is right and proper. After all, are they not
collegians, and, therefQre, the nation's leaders in intelligence
and discernment? And do not intelligence and discernment demand the tastiest in tobacco flavor and smoking pleasure? And
does not Marlboro deliver a flavor that is uniquely mellow, a
selectrate filter that is easy drawing, a pack that is soft, a box
that is hard? You know itl

Why are some girls prouder
of their rings than others ?
You see it in her eyes-but the reasons aren't all roman·
tic ones. Her diamond ring is an At·tcarved. This means
it meets rigid standards Q{ excellence in cut, carat
weight, color and clarity.
Nor is this simply a verbal promise. Artcarved's written
guarantee explains how the exclusive Permanent Value
Plan lets you apply the full current retail price toward
the purchase of a larger Artcarved anytime, at any
Artcarved jeweler throughout the country. You will be
proud, too, of Artcarved's award·winning styling, like
the Evening Star shown here. To be sure it's an Art·
carved: Look for the name inside the ring, and ask for
your written Artcarved guarantee.
Of course, being engaged is wonderful, but sealing the
engagement with an Artcarved ring makes it more
wonderful than ever-forever!

Artcarved.$

The final scchedule bas been com:pleted for Saturday's New Mexico
and Junior National AAU gymnastics championships-and an exhibiDIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS
tion by the Japanese Olympic
-champion team-at the University
'Df New Mexico's Johnson GymJ. R, Wood & Sons, Inc~ Dept. SP·t1
216 E. 46th Sl~ New Vork 171 N. V.
nasium.
Meet director Johnny Williams,
Please send me more facts about diamond
who reported some 90 entries in the
rings and "Wedding Guide for Bride and
two AAU events, said the program
Groom", Also name of nearest (or homewill get underway with a gymnastown) Artcarved Jeweler. I am enclosing
tics clinic conducted by the Japa·
10~ to cover handling and post~ge.
nese in the morning from 10 to 12.
Evening Star
Namo~------------~----Williams said the clinic will be
Is
an ex~luslva
Address________________
open to the public with entrance
patented design
requirement of a ticket which will
-one ol Arlcarved's
Cit~---~County or Zone.___..._
also be good ror the evening naaward-winning setting!.
State
_______________
tional champion!!lhip competition
and exhibition. ·
The New Mexico AAU competi·
I
tion, open to both men and women,
will run from 2 to 5 p.m. Saturday
YOUR ART-CARVED JEWELER IN ALBUQUERQUE
and the national championships will
get underway at 8 p.m.
I'
SINCE 1919
But the highlight of the day long
show is expected to be the exhibi·
tion pel'fo1'mancea of the Japanese.
The Japanese team, which will ar·
riV'e today at noon, includes six
men and s!;x: women.
CH ~·22A3
The men upset the defending
chatnpion Russiansat the 1960
BUY ON TtiE MINDUN CJREDIT PLAN
Olympicifl in Rome to become world
titlista, while the women ftnished
NO DOWN PAYMENT-CONVENIENT TERMS
in fourth place in Olyrnpic competi- ..__ _ _ _ _
tion.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....__ _ _ _ _,
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But I digress, Back to the colored hoods of academic robes,
A doctor of philosophy wears blue, a doctor of medicine wears
green, a master of arts wears white, a doctor of humanities wears
crimson, a master'of library science wears lemon yellow. Why?
Why, for example, should a master of library science wear lemon
yellow?
Well sir, to answer this vexing question, we must go back to
March 29, 1844. On that date the first public library in the
United States was established by Ulric Sigafoos. All of Mr.
~igafoos's neighbors were Qf course wildly grateful-all, that
IS, exceat Wrex Todhunter.
Mr. Todhunter had hated Mr. Sigafoos since 1822 when both
men had wooed the beauteous Melanie Zitt and Melanie had
c?osen Mr. Sigafoos because she was mad for dancing and Mr.
S1gafoos knew all the latest steps, like the Missouri Compromise
Mambo, the Shay's Rebellion Schottische, and the James K.
Polk Polka, while Mr. Todhunter, alas, could not dance at all
owing to a wound he had received at the Battle of New Orleans.
(He was struck by a falling praline.)
. Consumed with jealousy at the success of Mr. Sigafoos's
library, Mr. Todhunter resolved to open a competing library.
This he did, but he lured not a single patron away from Mr.
Sigafoos. "What has Mr. Sigafoos got that I haven't got?" Mr.
Todhunter kept asking himself, and finally the angwer came to
him: books.
So Mr. Todhunter stocked his library with lots of dandy books
IUld soon he was doing more business than his hated rival.
But Mr. Sigafoos struck back. To regain his clientele, ha began
serving tea free of charge at his library every afternoon. Thereupon, Mr. Todhunter, not to be outdone, began serving tea
with IU(Jar, Thereupon, Mr. Sigafoos began serving tea with
sugar and cream. Thereupon, Mr. Todhunter began salving
tea with sugar and cream and lemon.
This, of course, clinched the victory for Mr. Todhunter because he had the only lemon tree in town-in fact, in the entire
11tate of North Dakota-and since. that day lemon yellow has of
course heeD the color on the academic robes of library science.
(Incidentally, the defeated Mr. Sigafoos packed up big library
and moved to California where, alas, he failed once more. There
were, to be sure, plenty of lemons to serve with his tea, but,
alas, there was no cream because the cow was not introdueed
to California unti1193l by John Wayne.) , CllQ61 Mu:Elhulmall

• • *
And todar1 Cafllornfam, haPPll among their Guernser~s and
llolttelns, are dllcoDerlnll a great new cigarette-the unlllteretl, ldn11·•l:e Philip Morrl• Commande"--lel .o are
Amlricalll in all fllt111tate,. Welcome aboard I
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The University Theater will hold
tryouts for three original one act
plays to be produced May 20 and
21 next Monday from 4 to 5:30
p.m. and 7:30 to 9 p.m. in Commedia theater.
The three }!lays selected by the
playwriting class to be produced
are "The Eye of the Beholder" by
Preston Jones, "The Talk" by Alan
Marshall, and "Uncle Theodore" by
Martin Fleck. These plays will be
presented by student directors in
an informal theater production.
Any student may try out regardless
of experience.
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(and get college credits, too!)
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includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France,
Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and
Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals,
everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.
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"OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS"
PHQNE

..C815 Central NE

AL 5-8961
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Take my shirt, my lit. notes and
my cuff links ••• but get your own

YOU TELL HER, MAN. The Court King Is your shoe ... professional traction-tread soles,
flexible instep, full cushioning. Apro on the tennis court, but just as right with slacks.
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MR.•JOllN SCHNEIDER
c/o AlR FRANCE
683FifthAvenue,NewYork22,N. Y.

Gentlemen:

Please tush me full infol'Diation on the following:
0 Frenen Study T~
0 Student Holiday• 'I'our
0 Club Meditertan!M .

Nmn••-----------------------------------1 ~:- . . . . .
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your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri,
Naples and Pompeii, plus 9 fun-:filled, sun-filled, fabulous
days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style
Club Mediterranee on the romantic island of Sicily. Spend
your days basking on the beach, switntning, sailing- your
nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals,
everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France
Jet Economy round-trip fare.

FOR RIIN'l'
1 BEDROOM apartmrmt, tarnllhtd. Clooeat
to ~pu. IOJ Ualnnltr Nil. $8& Prtr

>f\
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CLUB MEDITERRANEE, $13.26 per day plus
air fare. Here's a 21-day tour that features 3 days on

SALES PERSONNEL: The Luotre Cratt
Co. needs 10 part-time ..,.. penonnel to
complete force. Boot commfaafon paid for
your oer'<>'lcea. Call Hr. Wortbln~rton, CH
7•8036 or AM. 8-2016.

ROOM, 804 Pine NE. Private batl,!• private
cntraMe. $25 pet month. Call Cn 3-1485,
21-25·27
ROOM J!'OR RENT-$85 for one person,
$46 tor two. Includes bath. 1800 Gold SE.
1!1-25-27
FOR SALE
1959 RENAULT Dauphine. Extra clean.
E)Ccellent condition. $695, Call AM S-7389.
21-28·2
REFRIGERATOR, i2 cubic teet, freezlnB'
I compartment, for sal~ by private owner
IeavinS' town. Ot reeent date, in excellent
condition. Hall purchalle price. Also larB'e
portable 11lr cooler, air fan and portable
waehlng machine. Call CH 3•2721, prefer•
ably 8 :00-9 :OO a.m.

~

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE,
$15.72 per day plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour

~

:~
'it

sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon,
Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel and Lourdes.
Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne.
Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art,
Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring
Luxembourg and Belgium. All-expense, 70-day tour includes sightseeing, hotels, meals, tuition for $12.33 per
day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

·.,:..,f:lii.l: - r~- . .:, .

Whatever happened to Stu•
dent SeM.te?

Use Our
Convenient
Layaway Plan

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus
air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland,

.-:; . .

~:

ors

INQUIRE ABOUT
A CHARGE
.ACCOUNT

Imagine tl.<! fun you can have on a summer vacation in
Europe that includes everything from touring the Continent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sorbonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week co-educational romp at a fabulous Mediterranean island beach-club
resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.
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in Europe
this Summer

THE WANT AD
Will Dt lh lt~ ltr Y11

..

a Jeanette's Fiesta Dress
designed for the new season.
It can be worn
anytime
anywhe're •••
street and
informal wear,
parties, square
dancing, etc.!

Have a ball

Dorms Will Honor
Members at Dinner

....
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FOR. FIESTA

DOWNTOWN
302 Cenlral SW
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"THE MIGHTY MIDGET"
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. The epigas~rium is the ventral mo1·e. thickly chitinil!;ed, and. sepa~.
of th.e mesthorax and me~a- r.ated from the :rest of the abdomen
thcrax of msects, or the basal s1de
·
of
the
abdomen
of
a
spider,
usually
by
a
fUlTOW,
.
_ ·
·
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3001 Monte Vista NE
Just east of the campus

The Inter-Dorm Council will honor the three residential halls' outstanding 1·esidents at a dinner Tuesday evening May 2 at 6:30, in the
Hokona Hall dining room.
The council will present .four
trophies, one will go to the outstanding member of all three dorms,
and one will go to the outstanding
residents of each of the three dorms
-Hokona, Coronado, and Mesa Vista Halls.
John Corker, director of housing
at UNM, will present the awards
to the students, who will be selected
by the council members.

i

their fourth year in the UniverSlty.
....
Countryman said that the law
sch ool WI'll select appl'.1cant s upon
the basis of their scholastic records
in all coliege :work attempted, and
upon scores i ntwo legal' 'aptitude
tests. He said that admissions to
the law school will hinge upon per~
sonal. evalua~i~ns, not ~pon . the
meetmg of m1mmum requtrements.

The U.S. policy of "containment" As sophqmo.res a~d junior~, stu- Rumm_age· Sale. Mon. day
of the Russians proved highly sue- dents followmg th1s plan Will t11ke
.
cessful in Europe, Morgenthau said, several courses in the law school, The lJNM Student Pharmacy
but has not only failed. but done and will be advised both by the Wives are sponsoring a two-day
damage in Asia. "This should have College of Arts and Sciences and 1'1-lmmage sale beginning Monday
been obvious from thl3 beginning," the school of law. They will tt·ans- from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 309 First
he said, explaining 'that the Rus- fer into the regular law cuniculum NW.
sians have "leaped over" Eisenhower's military alliances, effecting
strong economic ties in countries
beyond the military frontier.
Summing up his remarks, Morgenthau concluded that the American people must keep close watch
on their own behavior, for the sim-·
pie reason that racial strife, pricerigging, and monopolies, or "priHEY, BEAUTIFUL!
vate governments" are topics of day
to day discussion in much of the
We'll help to keep you that way.
world, often exploited by Russia.
Cuba, Laos, and the Congo, are
"secondary" to the over-all chalREVLON
lenge of international communism,
DOROTHY GRAY·
he said, concluding the real issue
is "which political system is more
TUSSY
worthy to survive, more able to pro•
MAX FACTOR
vide a model for the emergent naAR-EX
tions of the world."

U Theatre to Hold
Tryouts for 3 Plays
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ADIRL 'HAS RIDHTS. Like having a Champion Oxford made just for women. Comes with
fashionable new taper toe-or round toe, If preferred. Light In weight, cool and colorful •
Get U;S. KEDS-male or female-at any good shoe or department store.
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